CONNECT.
LEARN.
GROW.
BE INSPIRED.

Your work in healthcare impacts patient lives every day. Advance your laboratory and your career as a member of the Clinical Laboratory Management Association (CLMA).

We are the premier community of leaders and healthcare professionals within the laboratory field. With cutting-edge education, career resources and a dedicated community of your peers, CLMA has the tools and resources you need to innovate with your team and achieve more.

What are you waiting for?
Learn more and join at www.clma.org/join.
CLMA membership directly connects you with managers and professionals within the laboratory and healthcare field. Only with CLMA can you learn from leaders in the field and find solutions to address and respond to the constantly changing trends within our industry. Grow as a leader, and in turn, be inspired to mentor and empower the next generation of professionals as we continue to communicate the value of the laboratory.

CONNECT with like-minded laboratory professionals and grow your network.

- Network in-person with peers and share tips and tricks at KnowledgeLab, CLMA’s annual conference
- Build relationships with CLMA members close to home through CLMA’s extensive chapter network across the country
- Join a Shared Interest Group (SIG) where you can learn from and share with members who have similar interests

LEARN the latest trends in healthcare and stay at the forefront of the profession.

- Enjoy exclusive access to the Body of Knowledge and Self-Assessment Tool, a learning road map that can help you identify your personal path toward competency as a healthcare leader
- Attend live Body of Knowledge webinars, focused on hot, trending topics
- Access the CLMA Online Education Center, designed to help you customize your online learning experience

GROW your career with job resources and define a path to help you and your team get to the next level.

- Build skills in decision-making, critical thinking and change management by attending KnowledgeLab, alongside other aspiring and experienced healthcare leaders
- Get involved and gain leadership experience by becoming a volunteer leader on a CLMA committee or with your local chapter
- Discover your dream job in the CLMA Career Center

BE INSPIRED to shape the healthcare industry and move your career and our field forward.

- Advocate for the value of the laboratory to the C-suite, policymakers and the community with CLMA advocacy resources
- Discover new resources to help your healthcare team face its toughest challenges
Discounted registration for 3 days at KnowledgeLab, CLMA’s annual event

12 new Body of Knowledge webinars on critical topics annually

30+ chapters across the country

50+ conference recordings

A community of 1600+ healthcare and industry professionals

50+ on-demand offerings in the Online Education Center
HOW TO JOIN

Ready to become a member of CLMA? Joining is easy.

1. Visit www.clma.org/join
2. Review our membership offerings and select your desired member type
3. Fill out the form and submit your payment
4. Congratulations! You’ve just joined the premier community for healthcare management professionals

Need more information? Contact info@clma.org or call us at 312-321-5111.

CLMA MEMBERSHIP TYPE BREAKDOWN

Professional Plus Membership
Designed for laboratory leaders or healthcare professionals who hold an administrative or manager position, as well as those who are looking to advance their career.

- Complimentary access to all live webinars and webinar recordings
- Over $200 in savings on KnowledgeLab attendance
- Access to the full Body of Knowledge and Self-Assessment Tool
- Access to local chapter membership and chapter event attendance
- CLMA communications, including weekly Industry Pulse and monthly Member Musings
- Access to the CLMA Career Center and resources, member pricing on job postings
- Access to the full website community, including Shared Interest Groups (SIGs), online forums and blogs
- Discounted member pricing on conference recordings and the DLM Exam Prep Course
- Voting rights for elections and other CLMA business

Developing Professional Membership
Designed for laboratory leaders and healthcare professionals who are new to CLMA or who are in the early stages of their career. Developing Professional members receive the same benefits as a Professional Plus member, and is only available to new CLMA members or previous student members for 2 consecutive years.

Student Membership
Designed for students in a full-time undergraduate, graduate, or certificate program within the clinical laboratory space.

Institutional Membership
Institutional Membership is designed for hospitals, laboratories and other organizations with multiple employees in the field. This group rate enables you to purchase a bundle of Professional Plus memberships for your team at a lower per-person-cost, and all on one invoice. The Institutional Membership stays with the organization, allowing you to reallocate memberships if individuals leave the company or facility.

CLMA-SAFMLS Joint Membership
Available exclusively to military SAFMLS personnel and includes a yearly membership to both CLMA and the Society of American Federal Medical Laboratory Scientists (SAFMLS).

Emeritus Membership
Designed for individuals who have retired from an administrative, managerial, supervisory, or industry partner position in the laboratory management or healthcare profession and had an existing membership with CLMA.